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ABSTRACT
Recently there has been increasing interest of scientists for
the performance of singing or reciting voices of the past in
utilising analysis-synthesis methods. In the domain of
Ancient Greek musicology indeed, where we find the
roots of the occidental music, the main research has been
done mostly by scholars of classical Greek literature.
However there is still is a vast territory for research in
audio performances to be carried out with the help of new
digital technologies.
In this paper, we will present an attempt to decode a
recited text of Ancient Greek tragedy and render it into
sound. At the first paragraph of this article we underline
the origin of music arising from the melodicity of speech
in Ancient Greek tragedy. In the second paragraph, we
describe the methodology we have used in order to
analyse the voice of S. Psaroudak&s, himself professor of
Ancient Greek music, by an open source prosodic feature
extraction tool based on Praat. We give a description of
the prosodic analysis, implementation details and discuss
its feature extension capabilities as well. Last, we refer to
the difference between the Ancient and Modern Greek
phonological system, the application of this research in
music and further development.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Our sources on the pronunciation of ancient Hellenic
speech (at least, classical Attic) mention two main
“prosodies”:
1) syllabic duration (long, short), and
2) musical accents (acute, grave, circumflex).
3) To this phonetic picture modern scholarship adds
another prosody: stress accent.
Based on this information, an attempt has been made by
Professor S. Psaroudak&s, to reconstruct the sound
(intonation) of poetic recitation in an extract from the
parodos of Aeschylus’ Agamemnon (ll.40-46) [1].

The present paper describes and analyses the recorded
vocal contours. It concentrates especially on the pitch
contour of an expert voice in order to explore the
melodicity of Ancient Greek poetry according to an
analysis of the theoretical sources and possible
alternatives or modifications of their application in
performance. Particularly with regard to the insight of the
pre-semiotic linguist Wilhelm von Humboldt which he
gained while metrically translating "Aeschylos
Agamemnon" we like to quote: "[...]; one always thinks to
find everything in the mental domain. Though it's not the
place to elaborate on this here; it always appeared to me
that it's predominantly the way in which letters link to
syllables and syllables combine to words in language, and
how in speech again those words link up with one another
according to timing and tone which defines the
intellectual, yes that it actually designates no less than the
moral and political fate of a nation." [20, p. 136]
2. THE PROSODY OF THE TRAGIC POETRY IN
ATTIC THEATER
As our main concern is to analyse the interpretation of a
text by the performance of an expert in the field, like
professor Psaroudak&s, this makes up just the beginning of
a new research that can lead us to elaborate on the
relationship between music and logos [5]. What was the
pitch range of the voice while reciting the tragic text?
Which were the timbers according to the meaning of the
words, the dynamics, the rhyme?
According to scholars [17, 10] the solo singing voice
was particularly associated with Greek tragedy. Early
tragic actors’ roles may have consisted almost entirely of
singing. The actor of fifth-century tragedy had to sing in a
variety of metres in rapid succession and to negotiate the
delicate transitions between them: the shift between
recitative and lyrics was regarded as particularly emotive
[19]. Anapaestic and lyric verses repeatedly alternated
with iambic trimeters, and these were spoken.

of Tragedy to the etymology of tragoudi which in modern
Greek means song.2
2.

Figure 1. the recorded text: parodos of Aeschylus’
Agamemnon (ll.40-46).

METHODOLOGY FOR THE PROSODIC
MODELLING

Intonation modelling for speech synthesis is now one of
the big issues facing not only speech synthesis systems
but also music synthesis systems.

Besides some important external evidence, tragic poetry
offers internal clues to the way in which the voice was
being used; in iambics people constantly use such verbs as
legein and phrazein in reference to their own speech and
that of their interlocutors, whereas the semantic range
referring to lyric utterance, - which includes melpein and
aidein, is quite different.1 [10]

Figure 2. The tonal movement of the voice upon the
analysis of Psaroudak&s [1].
Tragedy thus offered the dramatist a palette of vocal
techniques with which to paint his sound pictures, and
certain patterns can be discerned in the way that he
handled them. Our main concern is to develop this palette
of vocal techniques in order to trace new audio ways of
performing the tragic text and thus make the connection
assets.cambridge.org/97805216/51400/excerpt/9780521651400_excerpt.
pdf
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Figure 3. The rhythmic interpretation of the text upon the
analysis of Psaroudak&s [1]
Theatrical singers are attested from tragedies of Thespis in the sixth
century BC to the Byzantine theatres in which Theodora performed in the
sixth century AD, when the word ‘tragedy’ gave rise to what is still the
word for ‘song’ in the Greek language (tragoudi).
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One of the basic questions that derive from ancient Greek
text is the intonation of speech according to the text and
the emotions. Many evolutionary theories suggest that
musical behaviour evolved in conjunction with, or as an
adaptation of, vocal communication [7].
In music, pitch and temporal relations define musical
tunes, which retain their identities across transformations
in pitch level and tempo. In speech, pitch variation
provides an important source of semantic and emotional
information. In addition, temporal properties help listeners
to determine boundaries between words and phrases.
Typically, descending pitch contours and syllables or
notes of long duration mark ends of phrases in speech [11]
and in music [8].
The problem of intonation modelling for speech
synthesis is summed up by the following quote regarding
segmental effects on pitch: We have some basic intuitive
ideas about what natural pitch should sound like, but we
just don't understand enough to know how the pitch
associated with a specific segment, in a specific syllable
with a specific accent, in a specific word in a specific
phrase with a specific phrase type, in a specific context,
spoken by a specific speaker, should behave.
We have followed the next steps in order to extract the
prosodic contours of the recited voice of Psaroudak&s
according to the last research results of pronunciation [3]
utilising the open source environment of Praat in order to
investigate and compare the special interpretation and the
diagrams that professor Psaroudak&s has designed by hand
concerning the rhythm, the accent and the intonation. [1].
1.) Record the text by the special interpretation of S.
Psaroudak&s according to the Allen’s pronunciation
system.

2.)

Implement the prosodic feature extraction tools
in order to get several features that describe the
performative model of the prosody.
3.

IMPLEMENTATION

For the implementation of the prosodic feature extraction
tool we have chosen Praat’s programmable scripting
language [9].
An important reason to use Praat as our platform is
that it provides an existing suite of high quality speech
analysis routines, such as pitch tracking.
Several different types of features are computed based
on the stylised pitch contour.
! Range features: These features reflect the pitch
range of a single word or a window preceding or
following a word boundary. These include the
minimum, maximum, mean, and last values of a
specific region (i.e., within a word or window)
relative to each word boundary. These features
are also normalised by the baseline values, the
top line values, and the pitch range using linear
difference and log difference.

!

Range features: These features reflect the pitch
range of a single word or a window preceding or
following a word boundary. These include the
minimum, maximum, mean, and last values of a
specific region (i.e., within a word or window)
relative to each word boundary. These features
are also normalised by the baseline values, the
top line values, and the pitch range using linear
difference and log difference.
! Movement features: These features measure the
movement of the contour for the voiced regions
of the word or window preceding and the word or
window following a boundary. The minimum,
maximum, mean, the first, and the last stylised
values are computed and compared to that of the
following word or window, using log difference
and log ratio.
! Slope features: Pitch slope is generated from the
stylised pitch values. The last slope value of the
word preceding a boundary and the first slope
value of the word following a boundary are
computed. We also include the slope difference
and dynamic patterns (i.e., falling, rising, and
unvoiced) across a boundary as slope features,
since a continuous trajectory is more likely to
correlate with non-boundaries; whereas, a broken
trajectory tends to indicate a boundary of some
type.
! Energy features: The energy features are
computed based on the intensity contour
produced by Praat.
Similar to the features, a variety of energy related range
features, movement features, and slope features are
computed, using various normalisation methods.
! Other features: We add the gender type to our
feature set. Currently the gender information is
provided in a metadata file, rather than obtaining
it via automatic gender detection.

Table 1. The use of raw files for extracting various
features

Given a corpus with audio and time aligned words and
phones as input, our tool first extracts a set of basic
elements (e.g., raw pitch, stylised pitch, VUV)
representing duration, and energy information, as is shown
in Figure 5 (c). Then a set of duration statistics (e.g., the
means and variances of pause duration, phone duration,
and last rhyme duration), related statistics (e.g., the mean
and variance of logarithmic values), and energy related
statistics are calculated. Given the duration, , and energy
information, as well as the statistics, it is straightforward
to extract the prosodic features at each word boundary,
according to the definition of features in and our tool
documentation [12].
We describe below how to obtain and represent these
basic elements in Praat. Table 1 summarises their use in
the computation of the prosodic features.
Word and Phone Alignments: A forced alignment
system 2 is used to determine the starting and ending
times of words and phones. In our tool these alignments
are represented in TextGrid IntervalTiers, as in Figure 4

Figure 5. Sound and raw pitch countour (Pitch Tier)

Figure 6. Sound and stylised pitch contour (Pitch Tier).
Figure 4. Sound and Textgrid Tiers of syllabus and words
Vowel and Rhyme: The starting and ending times of
vowels and rhymes are determined from the phone
alignments. As to rhyme, we only consider the last rhyme,
which is defined to be the sequence of phones starting
from the last vowel and covering all the remaining phones
in a word. Vowels and rhymes are also represented in
TextGrid IntervalTiers.
We rely on Praat’s autocorrelation based pitch tracking
algorithm to extract raw pitch values, using gender
dependent pitch range.
The raw pitch contour (Figure 5) is smoothed and the
voiced/unvoiced regions are determined and stored in a
TextGrid IntervalTier. Praat’s pitch stylisation function is
used to stylise raw values over each voiced region (Figure
6). Both raw values and stylised values are represented in
PitchTiers. The pitch slope values are generated based on
the stylised pitch contour, and are stored in a TextGrid
IntervalTier.

Energy: Intensity values are computed for each frame and
stored in an IntensityTier (Figure 7). Since there is no
intensity stylisation function in Praat, we choose to
represent intensity values in a PitchTier, and apply the
pitch stylisation function to stylise the intensity contour.
Note that stylisation is performed on the entire intensity
contour, in contrast to the pitch case, for which this
applies only in voiced regions. The raw and stylised
intensity values are stored in PitchTiers, and the slope
values are stored in a TextGrid IntervalTier.
As we discussed above, the major advantage of
building a prosodic model based on Praat is the capability
of taking advantage of Praat’s existing built-in speech
analysis algorithms and other Praat scripts that have been
written as extensions. In addition, because Praat is a
public domain tool, there is the promise of future
extensions to Praat functionality.
Although the features we have implemented have been
used for a variety of event detection tasks, they are not
necessarily equally effective for all tasks. Hence, it is
important to have the flexibility to easily add new features
to the system.

behaviour and evolution of ancient Greek music, its
systematisation and systems. The procedure of the
prosodic feature extraction has been achieved through the
environment extraction tools we built based on Praat.
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